Joint Mars plans come together

US and Europe schedule rovers and orbiters for the red planet.

Eric Hand

NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA) have unveiled a joint plan for exploring Mars in the latter half of the next decade. ESA will build a trace-gas orbiter, able to map plumes of methane in the atmosphere, for launch in 2016. This could help to target landing of the agency's flagship rover, ExoMars, and a mid-sized NASA rover, due for launch in 2018.

"These two rovers will be focused on astrobiology — seeking the signs of life," says NASA’s Mars programme chief Doug McCuistion, who told the US Mars community about the plan at an advisory committee meeting on 29 July at Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island.

The plan was negotiated at a NASA–ESA summit in Plymouth, UK, at the end of June, and McCuistion says that ESA member states have now agreed to it. Jack Mustard, a Brown University geologist and chair of a NASA Mars advisory group, says that the community is pleased to have a 2016 orbital mission at all after the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL), a large rover still scheduled for a 2011 launch, ran roughshod over NASA budgets with its price tag, which could end up being as high as $2.4 billion. "Scientists are definitely happy to have a viable opportunity for measurements," he says. "But it’s far too new. No one knows what it means or how it’s going to work out."

Each agency has negotiated its share of the work. NASA will provide Atlas rockets for both launches, and in 2018 it aims to re-use the 'sky crane' technology that it is developing to lower the MSL to the planet’s surface. Initially, NASA and ESA officials hoped to squeeze ExoMars and a trace-gas orbiter onto the same Atlas rocket for a 2016 launch. But ESA eventually agreed to delay ExoMars until 2018, a launch window with better orbital mechanics.

ESA plans to use leftover payload on the 2016 rocket for a small lander as a way to test tricky technology for entry, descent and landing. In 2018, NASA is looking to fit another rover on board. Whereas ExoMars will drill cores as much as two metres deep to look for life, the new NASA rover — bigger than the current rovers Spirit and Opportunity, but smaller than the MSL — would analyse and cache rocks as a first step in a far-off sample-return mission.

Both could be aided by the 2016 orbiter, if it were able to direct the rovers to a landing site near vents of methane, which can be produced by subterranean microbes or by hydrothermal processes on certain volcanic rocks. A paper in Nature this week (see page 720) shows that the observation of seasonal methane plumes cannot be explained by conventional models for atmospheric circulation, which should disperse the methane uniformly. The authors instead posit that seasonal plumes of methane can exist only if the gas is destroyed quickly in surface interactions with soils.

A joint NASA–ESA science team has just begun working out the orbiter's design requirements, with
instruments expected to be awarded competitively to ESA or NASA scientists. Sushil Atreya, an atmospheric scientist at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor who has worked on ESA’s Mars Express orbital mission, says he is pleased to see initial designs calling for methane sensitivities of parts per trillion. That would be orders of magnitude better than the parts-per-billion measurements of Mars Express, and could allow the detection of light carbon isotopes — a possible indicator of biological origin — within methane molecules.

But mapping the methane will be much, much tougher, says Atreya. A spatial resolution of 10 or 20 kilometres would be necessary to be of any help in targeting a rover. Mars Express was only able to find hints of regional methane variability, whereas the plumes discovered by ground-based observations were discerned across hundreds of kilometres. “Have you ever tried to catch gas in the wind?” asks Mustard. “It’s a moving target.”
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This is a landmark venture in space science to study the Martian atmosphere together by NASA-ESA.

Posted by: Prasanna Kumar Santhekadur | 05 Aug, 2009

It is indeed gratifying to learn that after 40 years of moon-landing, NASA and ESA finally decide to explore Mars collaboratively. Perhaps by 2016, a launch can be effected from the international space-lab. Somehow, one feels Russia is being inadvertently left out. It would be a truly grand space event if the collective effort includes Russians. Eventually, it should be most desirable and wonderful if China, Japan and India can join in too. (tanboontee)

Posted by: B T Tan | 06 Aug, 2009

We need to put *people* on Mars, not robots!

Posted by: Chris Lee | 06 Aug, 2009

This is so cool, it makes perfect sense for the US and the EU to work together. A mission to Mars would be such an expensive venture, why not share the costs/expertise? The Apollo program was pretty much a collaboration between Western countries. ie The US, the British, Germans and also Australians.

Posted by: hsv wa | 06 Aug, 2009

Why do we need to put people on Mars?

Posted by: L T | 07 Aug, 2009

We need to put people on Mars for the same reason that we need to place people on the moon again: to gain experience and understanding in dealing with a hostile environments during the expanding human presence in our solar system. Initially for resources, but who knows what will come in the future. Humans have the ability to think abstractly, rationally, as well as intuitively. It also doesn't take a minute or two to send and receive signals to a human for him/her to perform an action. The rovers and orbiters are wonderful steps and
certainly necessary tools as well. They provide invaluable data in order for us to determine what the best route to take is. But as Steven Hawking has said, "I think we are acting with reckless indifference to our future on planet Earth. At the moment we have no where else to go, but in the long run, humans shouldn't have all its eggs in one basket, or in one planet. I just hope we can avoid dropping the basket until then."
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